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Our organic farms in the beautiful Okanagan
Valley produce the highest potency crops
packed with essential amino acids, minerals,
antioxidants, enzymes, and phytonutrients. These
Whole Earth & Sea crops are 100% fermented.
Plants, grains, and seeds have a natural barrier
to easy digestion called phytic acid. Fermentation
removes that barrier. The result? Easy digestion
and maximum nutritional benefit.

FERMENTED GREENS is the
ONLY 100% fermented and 100% organic
greens formula. Our new enzymized greens is
non-GMO and vegan friendly providing 6 g of
quality fermented plant protein in every serving.
This exceptional formula also includes fermented
grasses, fruits, vegetables, and micronized
medicinal mushrooms.

wholeearthsea.com
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ORDER YOUR
DISPLAY MATERIALS
TODAY!

100% FERMENTED
CERTIFIED ORGANIC

GREENS and
PROTEIN & GREENS
for easy digestion and maximum nutrition

NEW
FLAVOUR!

Try it for yourself,
and feel the difference!

Smoothie
RECIPES

wholeearthsea.com
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Poster

& Greens

Recipe Booklet
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CERTIFIED ORGANIC
and
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GRE
PROTEIN & GREENS
for easy digestion and
maximum nutrition

The best of nutrition
from our organic farms
Try it for yourself, and

feel the difference!

Brochure

FERMENTED GREENS
& PROTEIN goes far beyond standard

Shelftalker

greens and protein products. This innovative
formula gives you all the nutrition in our organic
greens superfood formula along with 21 g of
the cleanest possible plant-based vegan proteins.
These unique food supplements harness the
power of natural fermentation to create highly
bioavailable nutrition from the whole earth
and sea.

NEW
FLAVOUR!

9221385

Wobbler

Floor Display

Try it for yourself, and feel
the difference!
Speak with your Natural Factors sales
representative for more information.
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Editorial

Leaders come in all
sizes, from places
big and small

I

by Bruce W. Cole

t was a victory for all retailers who
operate in smaller urban centres
when Good ‘N’ Natural of Steinbach,
MB took home the Brock Elliott Memorial
Award for retailing excellence at CHFA
West last month (please see Page 18).
Owners Dennis Schroeder and his
daughter Leane Janz run an excellent,
progressive retail operation.
Over the years, I’ve been to Good ‘N’
Natural a number of times and witnessed
the progression, starting with a move
from the original 1,000 sq. ft. store to a
larger, more high-profile location at a
busy intersection. There’s been expansions and renos, partnering with a clinic
next door, knocking out walls, expanding
the food department, increasing the
store’s online presence, a constant focus
on staff training…well, the list goes on. I
feel Dennis and Leane generally stay on
top of everything to try and increase
sales while improving the customers’
shopping experience.
With a population of close to 16,000,
Steinbach doesn’t make the list of
Canada’s Top 100 cities. But Good ‘N’
Natural could be dropped into any urban
centre and thrive. That’s because geography is not a deciding factor when it
comes to leadership. Good ‘N’ Natural
is a leading retail operation because of
what it does, not where it is. Leaders
come in all shapes and sizes, and from
places big and small. On recent trips
to some small centres on both the east
and west coasts and in eastern Ontario,
you can see the stores working hard –
and succeeding – in making a major impact on their regions, by leading with
health and nutrition information, leading
with their actions regarding the environment and leading by being good and

solid members of the community. It
makes me think of this famous quote from
Mark Twain: “It's not the size of the dog
in the fight, it's the size of the fight in the
dog.”

Bus tour
For those of you who missed it, the
CHFA retail bus tour turned out to be a
fun day (Page 16.) We had just over 20
people take part and visit five very good
stores in and around Vancouver. Thanks
to the stores that took part. The folks on
the bus seemed to be enjoying the interaction with store personal, and many
lively conversations sprang up during the
short shuttles between stores.
Personally, it was a great day and I
loved meeting many new people and
learning about their stores. Plans are underway to organize a similar store tour for
CHFA East in September. Watch for details in CNHR or visit chfa.ca.

Body Plus retailer summit
This item came in at deadline, so I did
want to mention it. Body Plus is holding
a retailer-only summit April 11 in Mississauga, ON.
It’s an afternoon and
evening event, starting at 2PM with a
trade show, followed by a dinner at 6PM
and presentations until 9PM. Over the
seven hours, retailers can meet the entire
Body Plus team, get innovation updates
and learn about the latest marketing
trends and insights. There will be educational seminars offered too. You can
learn more by visiting the CNHR website,
the CNHR Facebook page or by speaking with your Body Plus rep.
The
link
to
register
is:
http://bodyplus.adobeconnect.com/newbeginnings/event/event_info.html. •

Is your business stuck?
Sluggish profits? People problems? Lack of systems or strategies?
Cost overruns? Lack of sales growth? Competition issues?

Call for a free coaching session .
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CHFA Quebec: May 4, 5

Retailer doing something about global warming

CHFA Quebec returns to the Palais des
congrès de Montréal in the spring. This
will be the first time
that the show runs
in May and CHFA is
anticipating
that
this will be a welcome change for
Quebec retailers.
Being held on May
4 and 5, it’s a great
time to make your way to Montreal to
enjoy all the city has to offer. The show
floor has been expanded to accommodate exhibit demand and CHFA will be
hosting the Industry Achievement
Awards on May 4, a wonderful celebration that acknowledges the dedication of
our industry leaders. Visit chfa.ca/Quebec for complete details and to register.

Rowan Lalonde, the owner of Harmony
Improvements won’t come overnight,
Whole Foods Market in Orangeville, ON,
Rowan cautions. “However, by asking for
thinks reversing global warming is possithem immediately, we signal to the betble. And he is doing something about it.
ter, more innovative suppliers there are
Rowan has had great success raising
opportunities selling to retail. In turn, reawareness about global warming in his
tailers encourage consumers to join the
community through handing out copies
crusade - for the planet and their bottom
of the book
line.
We
started doing
Drawdown to
that already.
local stakeIt’s easy. The
holders and
rest will folinfluencers.
low.”
“We foodies
He says
are big culnatural health
prits. The loss
retailers are
of refrigerawell-position gases is
tioned
to
the number
make a differone problem!
ence. “CarOur
sector
bon dioxide
figures
in
is the blanket
food waste,
poor farming While at the Guelph Organic Conference, Rowan Lalonde, the keeping all
p r a c t i c e s , owner of Harmony Whole Foods Market in Orangeville, ON the heat in.
tree loss, ex- shows Catherine O’Neill, the director of membership for the We need to
cut its growth,
cess packag- Canadian Health Food Association, a copy of Drawdown.
and reduce
ing and some
the accumulated buildup
Best before dates that some
to an acceptable level.”
staff can’t find or read, let alone
Rowan says for $30 at
a consumer! Our tiny store is
your local bookstore, you
already working on 19 solutions we committed to, incan buy Drawdown, the
house or in partnership with
most comprehensive plan
others.”
ever proposed to reverse
As an industry, says
global warming. “It outlines
Rowan, we can make a dif80 priority solutions across
ference – individually and
the entire economy to stop the
acting together – through our assoincrease in atmospheric carciations. “Whether you feel the changes
bon dioxide to zero by 2050.
we observe in the climate are due to huThen, we reduce the accumulated remans or the universe, we are in control of
mainder to a more sustainable level.
choices in our businesses and to set an
Easy to read for adults and youngsters
example for others to follow. We did it for
alike, it identifies the CO2 saved, the cost
health food. Now we must do it for the clito reduce it and the savings. More solumate and our children’s future.”
tions are on the way.” •

Help for retailers with
Terry’s Tools & Tips
Retailers: Terry’s Tools & Tips is designed to help you combine passion for
health with healthy profits.
As a health food retailer, you’re already
passionate about helping people live
their best. What if your mission could
generate even more success for your
store? Terry Naturally CANADA says it
can, and Terry’s Tools & Tips from Terry
Naturally CANADA can show you how.
This booklet – drawn
from the extensive
experience of company founder and
president
Terry
Lemerond – helps
you maximize your
store’s potential and
your
customers’
good health. It provides practical, real
world
examples:
best practices to
leverage local advertising, make your
store a destination,
create eye-catching displays, and other
tools that boost your business’s bottom
line.
To get your free booklet, contact your
Terry Naturally CANADA account representative at 855/287-2646, or email
info@TerryNaturally.ca. To learn more
about Terry Naturally CANADA products,
visit www.TerryNaturally.ca. •
8

Nature’s Fare re-certifies as B Corporation
Nature’s Fare Markets has re-certified as
a B Corporation for the third time with
102.9 points. Certified B corporations are
businesses that meet the highest standards of verified social and environmental performance, public transparency,
and legal accountability to balance profit
and purpose.
Nature’s Fare was the first retailer in
Canada to receive B Corporation certification. It was first certified in 2014.
You can find its B Corp profile on the B
Corporation website https://bcorporation.net/directory/natures-fare-markets.
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You can also find more information on
how Nature’s Fare scored on this year’s
assessment and how Nature’s Fare compares to other companies. To provide
some perspective, the median score for
companies who are not B Corps is 50.9.
Companies must receive 80 points to become certified, and Nature’s Fare scored
102.9 points this time.
Also, Nature’s Fare was selected as a
Best for the World honouree in the category of Changemakers. This honour was
for 2017 and the company received it in
2018. •
WWW.CNHR.CA
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Trade Talk

People

Innovite founders happy to
see brand land at CanPrev
When CanPrev purchased the Innovite
brand from Inoyan Laboratories Inc. earlier this year, no one could have been
happier than Innovite founders Cornelius
and Donna Pasare. The Pasares – who
started Innovite in 1983 and are now retired from the industry – paid a visit recently to CanPrev to meet owners and
founders Tanya and Franco Salituro, and
reconnect with the brand they had sold
a few years ago.
“We are honoured to have acquired Innovite, a brand steeped in Canadian heritage,” said Tanya.
“Innovite is a
company that, over its rich 35 year history, has been an integral thread in the
fabric of the health food movement here
in Canada.”
“The acquisition is designed to create
further opportunities for growth and innovation in the Canadian nutraceutical market,” added Franco. “The combined
capabilities will further cement the presence of a genuine, all-Canadian innovation hub for natural health products,
better serving Canadians with researchdriven products uniquely designed for
the Canadian market.”
Donna and Cornelius founded Innovite
from a modest Toronto basement office.
Troubled by the environmental problems
of their daily lives and the lack of natural
health options locally, they resolved to

Innovite founders Cornelius and Donna
Pasare (left) with CanPrev owners and
founders Tanya and Franco Salituro.

search for innovative health products to
supply to the Canadian market. Despite
a limited budget, Innovite gained a
strong grassroots following, growing
steadily thanks to enthusiastic, word-ofmouth recommendations from health
food store staff and consumers.
“When the opportunity arose to integrate Innovite with CanPrev, there was
no hesitation,” explained Franco. “We
are completely aligned with Innovite’s
legacy of making natural health available
to all Canadians. By working together,
we believe we can better serve the
needs of Canadians who are seeking
more control over their own health.”
“We’re happy to see that Innovite is in
good hands,” says Cornelius. Tanya responded, “And we're looking forward to
continuing Innovite's proud Canadian
legacy.” •

Assured raises $50,000
in support of CWF
Since 1991, the Canadian Women’s
Foundation has funded programs that
work to change the lives of women and
girls in more than 1,500 communities
across Canada. The Canadian Women’s
Foundation is one of the ten largest
women’s foundations in the world.
In its eighth year supporting the Canadian Women’s Foundation, WomenSense, along with Assured Natural
Distribution, would like to thank its natural
health retail partners and consumers for
two successful 2018 campaigns. The
funds raised through these campaigns
contributed to ground-breaking programs and services for women and girls
all across Canada – creating safer families, stronger communities, and a more
prosperous society for all.
In a statement, the company said, “We
look forward to our spring 2019 campaign and thank you to our retail partners
for your continued support of our commit-

10

Sarah Ruddle, director of marketing and communications for The Canadian Women’s Foundation, joined Ben Morello, Deb Larocque and
Deane Parkes to receive a donation of
$50,000 raised from the WomenSense and
Assured Natural Distribution campaign supported by natural health retailers across
Canada.

ment to the Canadian Women’s Foundation.” To learn how you can be involved
in the next campaign, please contact
your Assured Natural Distribution account manager. assurednatural.com •
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Debbie Collins has
joined Organika as director of marketing. In
this role, she will be
managing the overall
brand experience and
be part of the product
innovation team. Most
recently, Debbie was
director of marketing
for Nature’s Fare Markets. During her three Debbie Collins
and a half years with
Nature’s Fare, she
managed the brand for
eight stores and oversaw the rebranding of
two new store locations. Said Debbie,
“I’m super-excited to
be part of such an innovative and growing
company!” You can
reach
her
at
d e b b i e . c o l l i n s @ o r - Deborah Ritcey
ganika.com.
Deborah Ritcey has a
new title at LeBeau
Excel Ltd. Sales & Marketing. She is now
brand
development
and trade marketing
manager and will be
developing
LeBeau
brands to grow with
trade marketing promotions. She’ll be
Tracy Peternell
working closely with
distributors to help
build the brands’ business, and building
sales and marketing
tools to help organize
company sales representatives. Deborah
previously served as
the company’s national
sales manager. She
can be reached at deborah@lebeauadMarlene Bairos
vance.com
or
905/321-3678.

Tracy Peternell has joined alive Canada as editor-in-chief. She had been working behind the
scenes at alive magazine, including as a freelance writer. Accepting the position was a natural fit and is “a dream come true” for this
former teacher. As a passionate natural wellness supporter, Tracy is committed to continuing alive’s legacy of educating, inspiring and
engaging readers. You can reach her at
tracy.peternell@alive.com.

ResetBIO has welcomed Marlene Bairos as its
marketing manager. She will be working with
Ecotrend to build the brand in stores across
Canada. Marlene was previously brand manager with Body Plus, developing campaigns for
Progressive and Iron Vegan. You can reach
Marlene at marleneb@resetbio.com. •

WWW.CNHR.CA
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Winner Reinhard Van Loocke (second from right) accepts one of
the door prizes at the Guelph Organic Conference. Presenting is
(from left) conference manager Tomas Nimmo and Nature’s
Path’s Paige Szymaniak, Lynay Smith and Dag Falck.

Conference “a great tribute to organic”
As always, the Guelph Organic Conference was a great gathering point for the organic marketing sector. The conference
took place January 24 to 27. “Whether it's the 125+ stalwarts
who paid to hear the guest U.S. organic crop speakers, the
Martens, from upstate New York, or the organic farmers who
came to the three organic grower lunches hosted by Thompsons Ltd. & Field Farms, both organic grain handlers, there
was too much going on for one person to keep up with it all,”
said conference manager Tomas Nimmo.
“The organic food and wine dinner set an attendance record
for this show with about 220 attending for a delicious organic
feast. Camino, Little Stream Bakery, Mapleton Organic, New
Society Publishers, Nature's Path and Southbrook Organic
Vineyards donated tasteful items for the door prize draw."
There were over 150 tables at the trade show, which included
over 35 organic food sampling booths. Tomas called the entire show “a great tribute to organic farming in Canada."
Planning for the 39th annual next January is underway. •

Newco introduces five organic essential oils

Newco Natural Technology has launched five certified organic
essential oils (bergamot, cinnamon, frankincense, lavender
and peppermint), Brocco-Chocco® Maple Crunch milk chocolate bars (with broccoli sprout concentrate) and Serrapeptase
pain-reducing supplement. newconatural.ca. •

Sustain bringing Buck Naked to Health Stores

Sustain Company brings eco-friendly products to natural
health food stores. One of the lines it represents is Buck
Naked, an all natural, vegan handcrafted luxury beauty brand
that includes soaps, bath bombs, soaks and scrubs. For
more information, contact dcadeau@sustaincompany.com. •

Eat to Life partners with iLevel

Eat to Life Inc. has announced a partnership with iLevel Management, Inc. to act as its sales broker to natural health stores,
mass retail and drug stores in Canada. •

Uglies comes to Canada

Uglies Kettle Cooked Potato Chips has partnered with MT
Consulting to bring the brand to Canada. It uses potatoes with
minor imperfections, such as a funny shape, saving those potatoes that otherwise would be disposed of as waste. •

Viana, Soyatoo appoint Grow Marketing

Grow Marketing has been appointed broker for the Viana and
Soyatoo brands in eastern Canada. Viana is a line of organic
plant-based entrees, sausages and snacks, with more products coming soon to help meet the increasing demand for vegetarian options. Soyatoo is a popular line of vegan whip
toppings. Contact norman@growmarketing.ca •
WWW.CNHR.CA
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Canine claims first-ever W. Gifford-Jones MD Prize
The
medical
columnist known
best by his pen
name, W. GiffordJones, MD, credits
moderate
doses of good
sense and mega
doses of vitamin C
and a little rum for
living a healthy
and vibrant life
into his 90s. He is
best
known
throughout
the
natural health industry through his
affiliation with Assured Natural Distribution,
his
countless speaking tours and his
popular Medi-C
product. Now in

Photo:
Sam Truax

W. Gifford-Jones, MD,
(a.k.a. Dr. Ken Walker)
congratulates Ulysses
after presenting him
with his medal.

his 95th year, he says “My time on this
planet is limited. I’d like to establish The
W. Gifford-Jones Prize for Humanity to
honour somebody or something that personifies the importance of common
sense, a healthy lifestyle and no-nonsense medical advice that I have been
sharing for years.”
Recently, at The National Club in
Toronto, he did just that and awarded the
first W. Gifford-Jones MD Prize for Humanity to Ulysses, a seeing eye service
dog! Dr. Walker says he couldn’t award
a human with a prize for humanity. “A
service dog was the easy choice. Seeing-eye dogs devote their entire lives to
the welfare of the people they serve –
with boundless love, complete dedication, and well-practiced expertise. These
are the merits of a prize for humanity.”
The Prize for Humanity comes with a
$10,000 contribution to CNIB for the
good work it does. •
Story: Shelley Armstrong

Refreshit undergoes re-brand

New Chapter is now B Corp

Refreshit Spray, an all-natural odour eliminator, has undergone a complete rebranding. The name is new, it has a new
logo and there is more of a focus on the
“all-natural” aspect. The re-branding is
the basis for line extensions, including
toilet spray, candles and diffusers. “Our
target market is health conscious
women,” said managing director Peter
Roth. “Refreshit is an all-natural alternative to Febreze and it really works.” The
re-brand was introduced at CHFA West.
It is now available through Hedley Enterprises. Please visit refreshitspray.com
or hedleynutritionals.ca. •

New Chapter has been named to the B
Corp list of 2018 Best in the World:
Changemakers. One of the newest B
Corp award categories, the Changemakers list celebrates those companies who
worked hard to make measurable improvements across all areas, including
governance, workers, community, and
the environment. Just 203 companies
were selected worldwide for this recognition. A Certified B Corp since 2014, New
Chapter stated in a release it is “honoured to be recognized as part of such a
select group, striving to make a positive
impact on people and planet.” •

Flora adds two new members to sales team
Laura Evans has
been named account manager for
the
Atlantic
Provinces for Flora
Manufacturing
&
Distributing. Most
recently, she was
the manager of the
vitamins and supLaura Evans
plements department
at Organic Earth Market. She is a Certified Natural Product Advisor (CNPA).
Laura can be reached at levans@florahealth.com.

12

Janelle Pachal has
joined Flora as account manager for
Manitoba
and
Saskatchewan. For
the past six years,
Janelle
worked
within the natural
health industry in
marketing. She is a
Certified
Natural Janelle Pachal
Product Advisor (CNPA) and especially
enjoys doing product trainings. Janelle
can
be
reached
at:
jpachal@florahealth.com. •
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Healthy Times re-fresh
Healthy Times has made a packaging refresh. The new design reflects the organic nature of the product with natural
tones, while maintaining the playful animal characters, making the products
stand out on-shelf and easy to locate.
Healthy Times has named Niku Patel as
the brand’s marketing manager. She
brings 10+ years of extensive brand
management experience. •

iLevel adds to sales team
iLevel Management Inc. has expanded
its sales team. Lise Leger has been
named account manager, eastern Quebec. She will assume responsibility for
accounts in Quebec City, Trois Rivières,
Sherbrooke and surrounding areas.
Russell Wilson joins iLevel as southwest
Ontario account manager. With 20 years
experience, he is responsible for accounts west of Toronto’s Highway 427. •

WNO - WORLD NEEM ORGANISATION
A new WNO - World Neem Organisation,
Mumbai, India, was established in 2017 by
14 core-founding Neem experts and researchers from Africa, Australia,
Bangladesh, India, North America, Europe
and the Middle East, with Klaus Ferlow representing North America, Germany, United
Kingdom and the Scandinavian countries
(Iceland, Denmark, Norway, Finland, Sweden). The purpose of the organization is to
educate, market and promote the benefits
and healing power of the miraculous versatile medicinal neem tree part of the oldest
most successful botanical medical system in
the world with a history over 5,000 years.
AYURVEDA from India offers better
plant, human, animal, and environmental
health and creates a worldwide NEEM
WAVE under the banner “NEEM - THE
EARTH'S SAVIOUR!” The United Nations
declared the neem tree as “the tree of the
21st Century!”
More information can be obtained from the
website: www.worldneemorganisation.org.
Klaus Ferlow, Honorary Master Herbalist
(HMH) www.dominionherbalcollege.com,
Herbal Advocate (HA), Canadian Herbalist's
Association of BC., www.chaofbc.ca,
Founder of Ferlow Botanicals, Vancouver,
B.C., and NEEM RESEARCH, West Vancouver, B.C. He is the co-author of the book
“7 Stepstodentalhealth” and the author of
the book “Neem - Nature's Healing Gift to
Humanity.”
WWW.CNHR.CA
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stfrancisherbfarm.com
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Excelling your Canadian market position

Our mission is to provide our retail partners with innovative products that will
create high performance results at all levels, provide our suppliers with honest,
value-add expertise on the Canadian marketplace, and to ensure Canadian
consumers have products that benefit their lifestyles.

Drizzle Honey: Completely Raw

Drizzle honey is
an everyday luxury you can feel
great about.
We're completely
raw, bee-friendly,
and support Canadian beekeepers, too! We are changing the
way the world uses honey by making innovative, health-conscious products that contribute to bee-friendly initiatives and
social prosperity. drizzlehoney.com

3-in-1 Soap for Kids

EWG VERIFIED™ 3-in-1
soap for kids works gently as
shampoo, body wash, and
bubble bath. With organic
aloe and vitamin E, this natural 3-in-1 soap features pure
essential oil blends that
we specifically created to be
mild enough for young skin. Available in Orange Squeeze,
Tropical Twist and Lavender Lullaby. eoproducts.com

La Dee Da
Gourmet Sauces

La Dee Da Gourmet Sauces
is based in Hamilton, Ontario
and owned by 3 women entrepreneurs – Jo Anne, Mary and
Marlow – who love cooking up
delicious new flavours. All
products are made from natural ingredients that are plantbased and vegan-friendly, gluten and dairy-free, have no
added sugar, are low in sodium and have no artificial colours
or flavours. Now offering the first ‘No-Mato’ nightshade-free
veggie sauce! ladeesauces.com

Navitas Organics:
Energizing Superfoods

Our super-simple, super-nutritious superfoods give you the energy you need to live
each day to the fullest. We work with small
local farmers who use sustainable, organic
farming methods to grow our superfoods.
We operate with a focus on leaving as light
of a footprint on the earth as possible. Navitas Organics is a certified B Corporation.
navitasorganics.com

New Cauliflower Pasta

Our new 100% organic cauliflower pasta will
rock your socks! Today’s focus on health, plantbased diets, wellness, and gluten-free options
means that there is an important demand for
delicious alternatives to everyday products. Our
cauliflower pasta has 10% of iron, 1/2 a serving
of vegetables, a great source of fibre, and so
much more per portion. It cooks in only 8 minutes, providing a perfect al-dente texture and a
neutral taste. This pasta retains its water and
will stick to sauce. Get ready to fall in love all
over again. gogoquinoa.com

Herban Cowboy: Men’s
Grooming Products
Herban Cowboy is the pioneer
in men’s vegan grooming
since 2000. The brand specializes in deodorant, body
wash, bar soap and cologne.
Visit www.herbancowboy.com
to learn more about this family
owned company.

Sparkling Apple Cider
Vinegar Beverage

Introducing our newest creation…
Well Cultured Sparkling Apple Cider
Vinegar Beverage! With zero carbs, no
sugar, and 2 tablespoons of raw organic
apple cider vinegar in each bottle, it is
perfect for the keto diet, paleo diet, or for
anyone looking for a healthy, refreshing
beverage! filsingersorganic.com

St. Francis Herb Farm:
New ValeriCalm Capsules

NEW! St. Francis Herb Farm ValeriCalm®
capsules - a natural sleep aid. Discover the
benefits of our ValeriCalm tincture in capsule form. A mildly sedating, non-addictive
herbal treatment for insomnia. Relieves
nervousness, restlessness and anxiety. Our
encapsulated dried tinctures are a potent,
low dose option, free of harsh chemicals or
extractants. stfrancisherbfarm.com

lebeauadvance.com info@lebeauadvance.com Phone: (519) 900-5594
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Nelson Narciso joins North Coast Naturals

High Protein Pasta

New protein pasta concept in a fast
growing and trendy market. Tasty high
protein pasta (18g/portion) made with
red lentils (60%) and wholegrain
durum wheat.
• Two cuts: spaghetti and penne.
• Spectacular price point
(SRP $3.49/$3.99 / 340g)
• Italian and organic origin
• Bronze dies made
• High source of protein, fibre,
potassium and iron felicetti.it

Uncle Lee’s Tea: Unique Flavours

High quality organic
teas priced at an affordable cost. There
is no one else out
there who would
ever come close to
competing with
Uncle Lee's Tea
when it comes to
great taste, high organic grade, unique flavours, as well as
reasonable prices. This is the golden standard of tea. Try it
and see for yourself. We dare you to. unclelee.com

Natural Calm Magnesium Drink

Natural Calm is the better-tasting, better-absorbing, best-loved magnesium drink. The proprietary magnesium citrate formula is
fast-acting, to relieve stress, improve sleep, reduce pain, promote heart health and more.
Enjoy Natural Calm as a delicious hot tea, add
it to cold drinks, and enjoy any time of day or
evening! naturalcalm.ca

Mrs. Meyer’s:
Limited Edition Scents

Limited Edition Scents: Available
now! Mrs. Meyer’s® Clean Day is
offering their spring scents in a limited-edition line up. For a limited
time only, you can try our refreshingly cool Mint, our rosy floral
Peony, and our sweet floral Lilac in
hand soaps, dish soaps, and multisurface cleaners.
www.mrsmeyers.ca

lebeauadvance.com

Nelson Narciso has joined North Coast Naturals as brand director. In his new role, Nelson will be overseeing the direction
of the brand, including its education, product development
and marketing.
Most recently, Nelson spent 19 years with Body Plus, first
as a field account manager, and then in the role of product
formulator and director of education. As a holistic practitioner
and educator, Nelson travelled throughout Canada and the
US, speaking to countless health professionals, consumers,
and natural health retailers in stores and at seminars, sharing
his message of health and wellness.
North Coast
Naturals
was
founded in 2008
and is a division
of Fit Foods Inc.,
which is owned
by industry veteran Jim McMahon. It has its
own
100,000
square foot state
of the art facility
in Port Coquitlam, B.C. “In the
Nelson Narciso (left) with Jim McMahon, the
changing climate
owner of North Coast Naturals.
of our industry,
having a privately owned company – with its own manufacturing facility – and owned by a proud Canadian like Jim, matters
to me, and I suspect to many of our retailers,” said Nelson. “I
am happy and very excited to be part of this amazing team,
to share the benefits of the product line with retailers, and help
North Coast Naturals reach its true potential.”
Jim – a long-time industry member, with over 32 years of
service to the natural health and sports nutrition community –
says Nelson is a perfect fit for the company. “He brings so
much to this new position…his knowledge, a burning passion
to share and his amazing relationships with retailers which he
has built over the years as he has travelled the country.”
North Coast Naturals has just undergone a brand refresh
and has launched some new products with several more
launching by the end of 2019. North Coast Naturals products
are now available to stores. To contact Nelson, please email
him at nnarciso@fitfoods.ca or call 778/227-1484. For more
information on the North Coast Naturals line, please visit northcoastnaturals.com. •

CHFA appoints Adrienne Uy to board

The Canadian Health Food Association has appointed Adrienne Uy to its board of directors, filling the vacancy created
by the recent departure of Thomas Bedford. She will serve
out the remainder of his term, ending in 2021.
Adrienne is COO/CFO of SPUD.ca, with almost 10 years experience in the world of natural health, as well as a strong financial background. A chartered professional accountant
(CPA), Adrienne will be serving as a member of the audit and
risk committee. •

Greenhouse unveils three new kombuchas

Greenhouse has expanded its organic, low-sugar kombucha
line to include three new SKUs: citrus cayenne, rose beet and
ultraviolet. •
CANADIAN NATURAL HEALTH RETAILER MARCH - APRIL 2019
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CHFA West

CHFA West retailer bus tour

It was a fun day on the bus for a group of retailers visiting
Vancouver area health food stores. The stores we visited
were Nature’s Fare Langley (thanks for the tour Jon, store
manager), Choices White Rock (thanks Chris and D’Arcy),
Finlandia (thanks Jacob and Harlan), Whole Foods Cambie
and Nourish Market, North Vancouver (thanks Jeff and Sandra). Retailers who attended were Steve Stewart, Megan
Blair, Lois Yoshida and Sita Huber from Edible Island Whole
Foods Market Inc., Nicole Romney, Dan Forrest, Jagger For-

PLANT TOUR: Some of the retailers who attended CHFA West
also toured the Natural Factors facility. Jean Robertson (left), Eric
Corstorphine and Heather Johnston (centre) played tour guides to
retailers Suzie Wensley, Good Health Mart, Collingwood, ON. and
Aman Jiwani and Firoz Jiwani, Oak Tree Naturals, Langford, B.C.

Happy Hour at the Terry Naturally Canada booth.
From left: Evelyne from Ellie Bianca, Kyale Gospodarek, Sue Hahn, Bob Sanga from Surlang Pharmacy and Calli O’Brien, My Matcha Life.
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est from Kelly's Specialty Shop Ltd.,
Almaz Solomon of
Almaz Health Food
Store, Ryan
Townsend from The
Market Garden,
Jason Ing of Nutrition
Plus Natural Foods,
Tony Lovse from
Main Street Honey
Shoppe, Doris Qi of
Lifeplus Health Inc., Sandra Millward (right) of Nourish Market exJennifer Fookes, from plains some of the recent changes at the store
to Sita and Steve from Edible Island.
Mortar & Pesto Natural Pharmacy, Carmen Regiec of A1 Nutriton, Brendan Klatt from
Amaranth Whole Foods Market and Victor Bonnici, Health Plus
Nutrition Centre. Also pictured: D’Arcy and Chris, Choices
White Rock and Catherine and Lori from CHFA.
Story/photos Bruce W. Cole. •

Nathalie Lefebvre (left) and Kyle Ferguson (right), both of Genuine
Health, hosted a contingent of Nature’s Fare folks at their booth:
from left, Michael Sherwood, Suzi Oberkirsch, Tara Berger, Jon Silen
and Randy Irwin. Genuine Health won the best big booth award at
CHFA West.

RIGHT: Peter Juergensen of Colwood House of Nutrition, Victoria, was one of the 120+ retailers who enjoyed an evening with the Body Plus group at the Fairmont Pacific Rim Hotel.
The event included good food, networking and key business insights with the Body Plus
team, including Ingrid Paul, Vancouver Island rep and Shawna Ketter, key accounts director.

CANAdIAN NATURAL HEALTH RETAILER MARCH - APRIL 2019
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Don’t Let Joint Pain and
*

In ammation* Keep You Indoors!

Innovative, slim
design helps
you sell more,
and takes up
less space on
your sales floor!

Our DYMANIC DUO
both contain
PATENTED, clinically
studied curcumin
used in over 50
published studies,
including 22 human
clinical trials!

Ask about our Brand Block Partnership program!
*To be sure these products are right for you always read and follow the labels.
*Turmeric is used in Herbal Medicine as an anti-inflammatory to help relieve joint pain.
*Turmeric is (traditionally) used in Herbal Medicine as an anti-inflammatory to help relieve joint pain.

TerryNaturally.ca
info@TerryNaturally.ca
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CHFA West Awards

The winner of the CHFA Sustainability Award for Retailers was
Community Natural Foods, Calgary.

The CHFA Brock Elliott Memorial Award for Excellence in Retailing was
given to Good ‘N’ Natural, Steinbach, Manitoba.

CHFA West Award Winners

Gordon Storie Memorial Bursary:
Erin Hearns, Organic Earth Market
CHFA Award for Excellence in Retail Sales:
Ashley Labonte, Vita Health Fresh Market
CHFA Sustainability Award for Retailers:
Community Natural Foods
CHFA Brock Elliott Memorial Award for Excellence in Retailing:
Good ‘N’ Natural
CHFA Award for Excellence in Field Sales:
Don Demir, Bioforce / A.Vogel
CHFA Award for Excellence in Inside Sales:
Tina Krawchuk, Horizon Distributors
CHFA Sustainability Award for Suppliers: Life Choice
CHFA Launch Pad Award: The Green Beaver Company
CHFA Supplier of Excellence Award: Ecoideas
CHFA John Holtmann Leadership Award: Michael Bentley
Best Small booth: Calgary Heritage Roasting Company
Best Medium booth: Fiasco Gelato
Best Pavilion or large booth: Genuine Health

The CHFA Sustainability Award for Suppliers was awarded to Life Choice.
18
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Excellence in Field Sales:
Don Demir, Bioforce / A.Vogel.

Excellence in Retail Sales:
Ashley Labonte, Vita Health
Fresh Market, Winnipeg.

John Holtmann Leadership
Award: Michael Bentley.

WWW.CNHR.CA
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When it comes to Keto, NOW® has yo
ou covered!
With Canada’s largest selection of sweeteners recommended for a ketogenicc diet, NOW® is your one
stop shop for Stevia, Erythritol and Xylitol.
e sweetness without any
Our BetterStevia® uses a whole-leaf extract which ensures a complex, intense
bitter aftertaste. Choose from powders, liquids or tablets, organic or conven
ntional, and 13 different
natural flavours, including our newest additions – chocolate peppermint cookie,
kie, chai tea and maple.
Also look for our new organic powdered erythritol, perfect for icing and confecctionary use, so you can
diet and still indulge.

Available at fine health food retailers across Canada. A trusted, family-owned company for over 50 years! www.nowfoods.ca

GMOs
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The fight against

T

95% of Canadians surveyed
by Health Canada want clear
labels stating whether a product
contains GMO ingredients.

by Deane Parkes

here are only two ways to
grow a business. One
way is to increase your
daily customer count and the
other way is to sell more to the
people who shop your business. It’s that simple: you need
more customers and/or you
need to sell more to each customer.
I often ask a business owner
if their customer counts are
growing and only a few know
the answer!
So here are the
BIG QUESTIONS:

• Do you keep track of your
customer counts on a daily
basis?
• Do you know what the average sale is for each customer
on a daily basis?
• Do you know your basket count or number of items per customer on a daily
basis?
You may be increasing sales by selling
more to your customers. However, the
number of daily customers may be going
down. This is not a good sign because if
the trend continues, eventually your business will suffer and by then, it may be too
late to recover.
I strongly encourage you to keep track
everyday of your customer counts and
the average sale and basket count per
customer and find ways to continually improve them.

Rachel Parent - Kids Right to Know
Recently, my partner Sandra and I had
the pleasure of having dinner with Rachel
Parent – the Toronto-based activist and
founder of the organization Kids Right to
Know – and her mom and dad, Lillian
and Wayne.
Rachel is one of my super-heroes! She
has dedicated her teenage years to travelling the world, taking on various issues
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related to GMOs and food labelling, as
well as challenging Health Canada, the
media, Monsanto, Bayer, big chemical
and biotech companies. This is all in the
hopes to ensure future generations have
food, bees and a healthy Mother Earth for
all her creatures. Yes, that includes YOU!

Majority want labelling
Ninety five per cent of Canadians surveyed by Health Canada want clear labels stating whether a product contains
GMO ingredients. I honestly could care
less if someone wants to load up on genetically altered food. However, by not
speaking up, we are losing the right of a
basic freedom – to choose clean, natural
food and medicines. My understanding
is Health Canada requires large food
manufacturers to have no pre-market
testing on the man-made foods produced with countless chemical waste byproducts, gene-altered ingredients,
heavy metal filings, mercury, nanobots,
and whatever else is lying around the
shop floor which corporations hide in our
food, water, air and soil for profit!

CANADIAN NATURAL HEALTH RETAILER MARCH - APRIL 2019

Health Canada recently gave the
thumbs up to glyphosates. With this decision, it appears we are not interested in
protecting bees, immune systems, the
soil or the planet, as our entire wellbeing
is of less concern than corporate trade
agreements.
To me, this is a huge slap in the face to
the entire natural food industry and what
I thought we stood for.
Please support Rachel in her heroic endeavour to help protect future generations from the ravages of corporate
greed. Few comic book heroes would
have her strength. Send donations, even
if it is just a few dollars, to kidsrighttoknow.com. Happy sales! •

Deane Parkes is an advisor, educator and creator of consumer demand to the natural product
industry. He gives seminars, consults to retailers and suppliers, develops sales and marketing
strategies, and assists in business
leadership development through his company
Act Natural Corporation - Free Range Thinking. Contact him at deane@deaneparkes.com
WWW.CNHR.CA
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Engaging effectively with
different cultures
W

by Carolee Colter

conversations happen.
hat is intercultural competence?
Short gives an examAnd why should a manager or
ple of recognizing culowner of a natural health retailer
tural differences in
seek to build this skill?
performance evaluaMy colleague Darin Short consults for
tions. Instead of, or in
educational institutions, municipalities,
addition to, individual
global corporations and community-orireviews, he suggests
ented non-profits, providing intercultural
group evaluations once
assessments, training, coaching and
or twice a year when
team building. He also serves on the
small groups talk about
board of Maple City Market, a food co-op
how they work together.
in Goshen, Indiana.
This could be more moShort defines intercultural competence
tivating to people from
as the ability to relate and interact effeccultures that are more
tively with a variety of cultural differences
group-oriented than infrom one’s own. It’s not so much about
dividualistic.
knowledge of other cultures, but about
When it comes to poliadaptability, open-mindedness and
cies, you can show appreciation for di“going with the flow.”
versity by going beyond the standard
“The world has changed in the last 20
language of, “We do not discriminate on
years,” Short says. “We’re so much more
the basis of race, sex, religion, national
globally mobile and connected. It’s rare
origin, etc.” to say more affirmatively, “We
to be in a situation where there is just one
value and respect diversity
cultural group represented. Intercultural com- “The world has changed in our workforce.” (Note:
always have policies in
petence is good business.
It brings in more cus- in the last 20 years,” Short your employee handbook
tomers and results in a says. “We’re so much reviewed by an attorney to
avoid legal pitfalls.)
more engaged staff.
more globally mobile and
How about intercultural
“There are cultural differences,” Short continues. connected. It’s rare to be competence with cus“If we’re willing to acknowlin a situation where there tomers? Short maintains
that it’s all about building
edge and learn about
them, we create a more is just one cultural group relationships, and that
inviting environment to represented. Intercultural takes time. “A smile goes a
long way, but that’s not the
groups from non-dominant
competence is good end point. Be friendly.
cultures.”
How do you build your business. It brings in more Don’t ask, ‘Where are you
from?’ until you’ve estabintercultural competence?
Short recommends start- customers and results in lished a bit of a relationship. Instead ask, ‘Are you
ing with some form of as- a more engaged staff.”
finding everything you
sessment such as the
need? Is there anything we
Intercultural Development
don’t carry that you’d like?’
Inventory, a tool that helps
Of course, these are good questions to
us understand how we engage with peoask all customers.”
ple of different cultural backgrounds and
But the most critical piece of creating
how to develop our competency.
an interculturally welcoming store is staff
You can start practicing right in your
representation of the constituency you
own workplace by inviting staff of differare trying to attract. And that’s why interent cultural backgrounds to talk about
cultural competence is so important in
theirs and how their values are important
staff relations.
to them in a work setting. It’s easy to
As for the wider community, say you’re
never talk about this at all at work, so it
putting on a health fair at your store.
takes conscious effort to make these
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Short recommends publicizing it in the
languages of groups in your town who
don’t speak the dominant language. If no
one on staff speaks the languages of the
groups you’re trying to reach, consider
hiring someone for the day who does.

Building a bridge
Donations to charities in your community can start the process of building a
bridge to another culture but volunteering
and interacting in person will do far more
to increase your intercultural competence and enhance the reputation of your
store.
“It’s a multi-tier effort to be more inclusive,” Short concludes. “Staff relations,
customer relations, community relations,
it’s all about relationships.”
To learn more about intercultural development inventory, contact Darin at darinshort@cdsconsulting.coop. •
Carolee Colter has been
consulting for the natural
foods industry since 1984.
With the involvement of
managers and employees,
she develops staffing
plans, job descriptions, pay
scales, performance evaluations, personnel policies, and training
programs, and conducts employee surveys. You can reach her at www.cdsconsulting.coop/carolee.
WWW.CNHR.CA
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BRAGG PRODUCTS SINCE 1912

A Must for All Your Family’s Healthy Meals!
Bragg Products are gluten-free, vegetarian, contain no additives, fillers, or preservatives & are perfect
for low-sodium diets. Bragg Sprinkle is a healthy blend of 100% organic herbs & spices great on a
variety of foods. Nutritional Yeast has a cheesy flavor kids & adults are sure to love! Enjoy Soy Free
Organic Coconut Liquid Aminos in Veggies, Rice, Stir-fries, Marinades, Salads, etc. Bragg Organic Olive
Oil is rich in heart healthy polyphenols and delicious for cooking, baking and salads. Bragg ACV offers
benefits for you & your pets! Add to water, tea, smoothies, & recipes. Also a great face toner/hair rinse!
Its cheesy flavor
is tasty on soups,
6 ACV
TASTY
DRINKS salads, vegetables, SOY-FREE
pasta & popcorn SEASONING
Each 16 oz glass
bottle gives 2
Great in marinades,
servings of ACV.
stir fries, veggies,
In 6 delicious
rice & salads
flavors!
16 & 32 oz
Green Glass
and in Gallons

10 oz Glass

Patricia Bragg, ND, PhD.

Paul C. Bragg, ND, PhD.

Pioneer Health Crusader
Health Educator, Author
YouTube.com/PatriciaBragg

Originator Health Stores
Life Extension Specialist
BraggHawaiiExercise.com

“BRAGG Vinegar
Drinks are my
secret of secrets.”
KATY PERRY,
Singer/Songwriter

Scan to BRAGG

Tasty Dressings & Marinades in 12 oz Glass
Try this
NEW Zesty
and Peppery
Vinaigrette &
Marinade

See Store Locator Tab on

www.BRAGG.com
800- 6-1990 M-F

16 & 32 oz Glass & Gallons

HAVE AN APPLE
HEALTHY LIFE!

Try Tasty BRAGG ACV Drinks!

6 Flavors in 16oz Glass Gives 2 Servings

VOTED BEST BEVERAGES WINNER!

A Bragg Favorite
Since 1931. Tasty
on salads, veggies,
soups, pasta,
6oz, 10oz, 16oz
protein, etc
Sodium Free
Shaker Top

32oz & Gallons
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Work Less and Earn More?
Is it Possible to

R

ecently, I asked one of my clients
what they had learned in the past
year. He said: “I learned that I can
earn more by working less!” My response: “You just learned in a year what
most MBA students never learn in a lifetime.” Not only had my client doubled his
income over the past year, but he also
significantly reduced his stress levels.
You might think that this story is an exaggeration or isn’t possible.
How can someone double their
take home pay in just one
year? However, here is the testimonial I received and it is similar to what I hear from my
clients on a regular basis.

by Dave Fuller

business, where there is not enough income to hire people, this is sometimes
the case. However, in order to take our
stores to that next level, to get to the point
where we can work less and earn more,
we need to have the right systems and
people in place. This will allow us to step
back as owners and focus on doing
those things that will really make the
company successful.

"As the owners of a company
with 10 employees, we have
been working with Dave for the
past year in trying to take our
business to the next level. As
a result of Dave's coaching, we
have doubled the amount of income that we took home this
year over the previous year,
and our stress levels have
dropped significantly.”
D&J December 2018
In 2014, one of the professors
in my MBA program asked the
question: “Why are you here?”
As he went around the class, many people responded, “To further my career,”
“To earn more money,” or “To get a better job.” When it came to me, I responded with, “I am here to learn how to
work less and make more money.”
When I said that, there were gasps of disbelief in the room and several people
said out loud that that is not possible.
“How can you work less and earn more?”
Earning more and working less is a
concept beyond imagination for most
health food retailers. Many retailers believe that they need to work more to earn
more. They are stuck in the mindset of
an hourly employee. At some levels of
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The challenge for most retailers is that
we have a hard time seeing beyond the
day-to-day operations of the business.
We get up, go into work and fail to have
a plan that will enable us to increase our
margins, generate more sales or develop
new markets. Those are the things that
might allow us to work less and earn
more.
So, what did my client do that allowed
him to earn more and stress less? First,
he recognized that what had worked in
the past was not working anymore for
him and his partner. They needed to
think differently about their business, as
sales were going up, but profits were

CANADIAN NATURAL HEALTH RETAILER MARCH - APRIL 2019

going down. They decided not to focus
on sales but focus more on profitable
business. As a result, in 2018 their sales
dropped 20 per cent but their bottom line
doubled.
Second, the partners recognized that
they had great employees, and decided
to delegate more while keeping their employees more accountable. They started
having regular staff meetings that were
“uncomfortable“ for them at
first, but they noticed improved
morale and communication.
These changes enabled them
to step back from the day-today work and focus more on
the high-level operations like
working on margins, and developing meaningful relationships with their customers.
Thirdly, they started planning.
They developed a plan for
2018 and recently 2019, that
will help them to strategically
focus their energies and their
operations. In the past, like
many retailers, they were floating from year to year. Now with
some concrete objectives and
guidelines about what they
should and shouldn’t do, which
they developed for themselves, they have clarity on
what they need to do to be
successful.
Many retailers would be able to earn
more if they thought like these owners.
Thinking differently, delegating more,
and strategically planning are keys to
earning more and worrying less. Perhaps it is time you decided to implement
some of these processes into your plan
for 2019! •
Dave Fuller, MBA, is an award
winning business coach and the
author of the book “Profit Yourself Healthy”. Email your business
challenge
to
dave@profityourselfhealthy.com.

WWW.CNHR.CA
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Implementing an
online ordering program

Y

ou’ve
probably
considered
whether or not you should implement an online ordering program at
your store. One by one, grocers are picking up on the trend and going virtual. Exciting, right? And yes, utterly frightening!
Costco, Maxi’s and Loblaws all have online ordering and that means at least one

thing for independent stores – we need
to work even harder to attract customers,
keep them and make sure their experience is the best they’ve ever had. Ok...
so, how do we do that?

Know your shopper
The online shopper is more strategic
and rational than your in-store shopper.
Don’t believe me? Think about it; when
you take the emotion and the experiences you have with your senses out of
grocery shopping, what else do you have
to use for your choices? Your logic and
your strategy for shopping. In a virtual
environment, want does not overpower
need as much as in a physical store. The
smell and sight of fresh baked goods no
longer becomes the reason for buying
26

by Nicole Klimek

them. Something else needs to stand in
the way of your customer and the shopping cart in an online retail environment.

Capture the impulse
With impulse shopping nearly impossible, it can be tough to capture those
sales. So, how do you get them? Addons!
You
need to figure out a way
to get your
shoppers to
add
items
into their cart.
Think cross
merchandising for the virt u a l
community of
shoppers.
Buying a pot
roast and potatoes? Hey!
You
might
need some
aluminum foil
or olive oil!
G e t t i n g
shampoo
and
body
wash? You
may
need
conditioner and a scrub brush! If you can
capture that impulse and desire, you’ll
capture the sales.

Make it easy to find and shop
Thinking about the work it will take to
research, get familiar with and then implement an online ordering platform can
make some Canadians rather sick! It’s
tough to know what to look for and what
your platform needs to be successful.
Because if we’re honest, you’re really
opening another location of your store
and the access, process and experience
needs to be top notch. You need to make
it easy to find, easy to shop, price competitive, fun and – most of all – memorable! Customers need to want to shop
at your new store and the experience
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better be as good as your physical store.

The customer experience
This is what it’s all about – online or in
the store – so you’d better make it the
best experience you can. You get one
shot at this, so don’t think you’ll be able
to ‘build up’ to it. We don’t have all the
metrics yet for online grocery shopping,
so you can’t afford to try things out and
take many risks. Up to this point, what
do we know we need?
1. An easy to use platform, like
Ocado.com.
2. Beautiful, crisp graphics and images.
Think merchandising in the digital form.
3. Decent prices.
4. Ease of payment.
5. Seamless cart to kitchen delivery.
6. Ways to show off your brand so the
customer knows they’re shopping at your
store.

Getting those groceries
The last thing is one of the most important when it comes to both the customer
experience and your sales volume. How
do customers get their groceries? Some
stores opt for delivery. Some stores opt
for curb side pickup and some stores
who are smaller go with in-store pickup
with windows of hours they operate the
online ordering program. This is not the
way to grow but it’s a good place to start.
You eventually will need to have a faster,
more seamless process for your customers – they are ordering online, after
all, to skip the store.
For those of us who think this is scary
and don’t want to try it, I encourage you
to think about it some more.
This is the future of grocery and you
can’t avoid it forever! •

Nicole is obsessed about local
economic sustainability and is focused on food co-ops and independent natural food stores. She
has worked on over 250 projects
and combines store planning and
design, interior design, marketing
and branding to create unique
shopping experiences and efficient operations.
nicolek@sevenrootsgroup.com
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Plan to Attend!

TM

•

natural health
products

•

organic food
and beverage

•

specialty food

•

health & beauty

•

sports nutrition

DIAMOND
SPONSOR

driving connections
delivering innovation
2019

TRADE SHOW: MAY 4 & 5
PALAIS DES CONGRÈS DE MONTRÉAL
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CHFA Quebec returns to Montreal this spring with more
exhibitors and more products than ever before.

This show only happens every
two years so don’t miss out on
this opportunity to:
• Engage with Quebec business leaders and influencers
• Check out the newest trends in natural health products
• Sample new and exciting specialty food items
• Join in the fun of the CHFA Classic Hockey Game

Visit chfa.ca/Quebec for complete details.
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What is
Win-Win?

T

by Alain Roy

After 30+ years of working with dozens of
vendors and hundreds of retailers, industry
veteran Alain Roy has gathered quite the variety
of opinions as to what it takes to build strong
vendor/retailer relationships. This series will
feature interviews with industry leaders,
expressing their own thoughts on the subject.

his month, it was an honour to interview industry leader and long-time
friend Deborah Callbreath from
Prairie Naturals. Deborah started her career 29 years ago as a natural products
retailer in the Vancouver area. In 1997,
she moved to the vendor side of things
with Prairie Naturals and has been the
general manager since 2000.

as what seems urgent at the time, conversations with retailers are limited to discounting and ordering. Our customer
wins a discount of some kind, and we win
an order. But that is just the tip of the iceberg. If we allowed proper time to discuss a true win-win approach, there are
some factors I would look at. (Please see
sidebar below.)

Deborah: To me, win-win’s foundation is
in communication. Too often, due to limited time and our fast-paced lives, as well

Deborah: I sure can. One of my favourites
is a chain of stores in central-western
Canada. I’m referring to the Nutter’s
chain. Sadly, we lost Don Chartrand in
2017. Don was the marketing manager at
Nutter’s and a pretty dreamy one for us.
He was not only one of the warmest and

Alain: I fear the expression ‘win-win’ has
been bastardized over the years. This series intends to discover what win-win really is. I’ll boil it down to two questions.
The first one is this: Can you describe for
us what win-win means to you as a vendor?

Alain: Now, my second question: Can
you give us an example of a success
story with a retailer?

kindest people I’ve ever met, he was also
a true win-win business person. Don
would literally refuse to end a meeting,
unless he was sure that BOTH businesses were well-served. Don made sure
that we covered all aspects of a business
relationship. As a result, Nutter’s has
been one of our best customers, growing
steadily over more than two decades.
Alain: Deborah, as always, it’s been such
a pleasure. Thank you for your great insight and for sharing it with us.

In later issues, we’ll be asking other industry experts for their views on win-win.
Opinions will most likely vary and even
conflict but it’s always guaranteed to be
food for thought.

Deborah’s factors to consider for a true win-win approach

Service: Are we providing the RIGHT
kind of service? Our account managers
and brokers are not only mandated to get
orders. They are mandated to ensure we
provide all services such as promo/business planning, staff training, product mix
reviews, pricing studies and more.
Product mix and new listings: Are our
customers selling the RIGHT products?
Are they missing out on some of our bestselling products? Are they missing out on
items that offer more margin than commodity items (for us and for them)? Is the
shelf space dedicated to our brand paying its own rent?
New products: Retailers are literally
flooded with new product offers from
their countless vendors. Yet, vendors DO
invest MUCH time and effort in coming
up with new product features, new twists
on formulations and new ways to present
products. Ultimately, the decision lies
with the retailer, but new products should
be seriously considered. They usually will
help a retailer stay on the cutting edge of
this industry’s offerings.
Education: There’s only so much online
30

reading a person will do. Nothing beats
having a quality consultation with a
knowledgeable person in a health food
store. We’re always eager to make sure
staff know our products well. We put on
the longer seminars, yes, but basic product knowledge (features, benefits) is a
good place to start.
Business planning: Much better than ordering, those retailers who take the time
to plan ahead win. They win and we win.
Together, we strategize and settle on the
best plan to compete in this increasingly
aggressive market. Planning ahead definitely qualifies as win-win.
Merchandising: Digital and print media
are great, making products and promo
top of mind but that disappears so
quickly in this world of consumers with
short-attention spans. I really think merchandising is key.
Pricing: Nowadays, conversations almost exclusively revolve around online
pricing. Yes, pricing is a factor but not
the only factor. Without discussion of
other factors we talked about here, I believe success will be limited.
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Create opportunities: This is my
favourite part of communication. Everything we discussed so far can all be summarized as creating opportunities. Given
quality time, vendors and retailers should
work together to uncover opportunities.
Opportunities in additional product listings; age groups that are not properly
served; underexploited categories; merchandising; displaying; signage; crossmarketing; local opportunities; making
additional profit through sales growth
(not only additional margin), staying on
top of trends, etc. •
Alain Roy is the president of Veeva
and founder of Natural Business
Partners, a consulting company responsible for many of our industry’s
most successful products. Alain is
back at CNHR with this column, focused on retailer-vendor partnerships. “During my career, I have seen and been
part of different partnership attitudes. Like personal relationships, working in true partnership
means understanding each other’s needs. This
series will focus on understanding the needs of
vendors and retailers alike, so we can all continue to thrive.” alain@veeva.ca
WWW.CNHR.CA
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The Slow-Motion
Shopping Revolution
by Raji Kalra

I

n 2011, I held a TEDx Conference and
invited speakers to share ideas on new
media and opportunities that lie ahead.
One of these speakers was Alan Cross,
who was (and still is) a prominent personality in Toronto for radio station 102.1 The
Edge. Alan produces a show called “The
Ongoing History of New Music,” which I
regularly listen to because it’s a great
way to learn about the evolution of music
and pop culture.
Alan’s TEDx talk was entitled “The SlowMotion Music Revolution,” and I’m referencing it eight years later because his
projections were bold and on-point. They
identified behavioural patterns were tak-

ing place between consumers, artists
and labels within music industry. His
ideas covered major paradigm shifts that
were taking place in an industry that had
been relatively the same for years.
By the way, if you want to check out
Alan’s TEDx talk just search for it on
YouTube.
I want to share some of Alan’s ideas
with you, and apply them to our natural
health industry because I believe we are
also witnessing a “slow-motion shopping” revolution” that is taking place between consumers, brands and retailers.
32

Bold ideas
from eight
years ago, still
applicable today

The mobilization of shopping
It is without doubt that consumers are
making more purchases via their smartphones with every passing day vs. desktop
devices.
Retailers
should
continuously work on making their websites discoverable and accessible via
smartphones, and making consumers
shopping experience easier with few
clicks to make a purchase. Both e-commerce and social commerce are here to
stay. (Visit Well.ca as a great example.)

Access vs possession
Next time you’re out for dinner, pay attention to the number of orders coming in
from companies like
UberEats and Skip the
Dishes. With the push of a
button, menu ordering
has become a utility. Retailers, attempt to make
every product or service
available at your store “orderable” so that this
process becomes a utility, too. Check out the
grocery delivery company Instacart as a great
example.

The rise of the curators
Taste-makers, influencers and content specialists help consumers
make product decisions
even before they come
into your store or order online. I encourage you to work with them - attract them,
embrace them. Reward them too, for
helping to tell stories about your store
and products you sell. Check out holistic
nutritionist Miranda Malisani and the work
she is doing with Nature’s Emporium on
Instagram (@mirandamalisani).
The decline of sound
In Alan’s talk, he refered to a generation
of consumers growing up listening to
music through mp3’s, which don’t carry
the same high fidelity sound as vinyl
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records do. In turn, he believed they
wouldn’t truly appreciate how wonderful
the music could be. Apply this same
logic for retailers by not letting e-commerce alone from preventing consumers
experiencing the ‘high-fidelity’ of your
store. Invite them in via sampling your
products, talking with your staff and
smelling the wonderful scents of some
fresh baked goods. Check out Fiddlehead’s in Kitchener/Waterloo Ontario with
its great staff, awesome juice bar and
comforting smells from their bakery.

Independent free agents
vs indentured servants
You will come to realize that brands you
sell at your store are also selling direct to
consumers. Technology has empowered
them to be free agents. You will see more
and more brand selling on e-commerce
sites like Amazon, too. The reality is they
technically don’t need you anymore. So
find ways to work with them better by creating original offline and online content
experiences that are hard for them to
replicate on their own. A great example
is Renew Life’s Dr. Sara Celik ND, who
gives in-store talks to educate and engage customers.
For retailers, the slow-motion shopping
revolution is an ongoing cycle. There are
ever-present opportunities and threats
coming at you daily, and I encourage you
to not just sit on the sidelines and become the HMV’s or Blockbusters of our
industry. Embrace new media that enhances customers’ shopping experience. Be open minded to working an
entirely new breed of entrepreneurs who
will help you tackle the next frontier.
Apply their ideas and push forward.
“Shopping” is ever-changing, so your
time is now. •
Raji Kalra is co- founder at Peopletail, a platform that rewards
consumers for creating recommendations for their favourite
products at their favourite retailers.
You can reach him at raji@peopletail.com
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Congratulations!

Good ‘N’ Natural
Steinbach, MB

Winner: CHFA Brock Elliott
Memorial Award for
Excellence in Retailing
CHFA West 2019

Congratulations to
our friends at
Good ‘N’ Natural
for achieving the
Brock Elliott
Memorial Award for
Excellence in Retailing!
Congratulations to
Good ‘N’ Natural on
winning the Brock Elliott
Award for Excellence in
Retailing. We are proud
to be part of your
continued success!

Congratulations to
Good ‘N’ Natural from
Steinbach, Manitoba for
winning the Excellence
in Retailing Award!
It's a privilege to
work with your team.
WWW.CNHR.CA

Congratulations to
everyone at
Good ‘N’ Natural for the
CHFA Brock Elliott
Memorial Award. We are very
proud and honoured to be
your business partner. Cheers
to another great year from
everyone at L'Ancetre.

We’re so happy this father
and daughter team were
honoured with this award!
They have built a
wonderful store and
a team that is focused
on customer service
and involving their
Steinbach community in
all aspects of their
business. It’s a pleasure
to work with them!

Congratulations to the
Good ‘N’ Natural
team for this award
and for servicing
the community
for over 25 years.
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Plant-based living
A

Let’s work together to save our Earth!
by Johnny Larocque

We’re conscious of our water usage,
s health food retailers, we have the
right? Only five per cent of water conluxury of working with educated
sumed is domestic, while 55 per cent is
consumers that care about their
used for animal agriculture. The meat
health and the environment. As our global
and dairy industries use up to one-third
population grows – projecting 9.7 billion
of the Earth’s fresh water. To produce
by 2050 - we’re faced with some chalone quarter-pound hamburger, 660 gallenges up ahead and it is important that
lons of water is needed, which equivalwe share the benefits of plant-based livizes to showering for two months. One
ing and eating.
thousand gallons of water is required to
We typically make the decision to go
produce one gallon of cow’s milk, almost
plant-based for one or more of the follow900 gallons for one pound of cheese,
ing reasons: for our health, for the aniand 477 gallons for one pound of eggs.
mals or for the environment. With Earth
What about our land and forests? LiveDay approaching (April 22), we should
stock covers 45 per cent of the Earth’s
be aware of the challenges our planet
faces and how we can
help make a positive impact. Most of the consumers that shop in our
stores care very much
We as retailers, have the
about the environment.
They are willing to pay
opportunity to make the
more for products that
greatest impact moving
are sustainable and environmentally-friendly.
forward, becoming key
Brands are promoting
environmentalists and
these benefits more and
more. Yet, many of these
ensuring our planet
customers are still consuming animal prodis a safe place for
ucts. Are they aware of
generations to come
the consequences animal agriculture has on
our planet?
Each year, 70 billion
farmed animals are
total land. Animal agriculture is responsikilled for food worldwide. That’s more
ble for up to 91 per cent of the destructhan six million every hour! In terms of the
tion in the Amazon and 136 million acres
effects on climate, livestock and their byof rainforest have been cleared due to
products account for 51 per cent of all
livestock and feed crops.
worldwide greenhouse gas emissions,
while all transportation exhaust – road,
rail, air and marine – is responsible for
Plant-based acreage
only 13 per cent. Livestock is also reThe impact on moving plant-based?
sponsible for 65 per cent of all human-reOne and a half acres can produce
lated emission of nitrous oxide, a
37,000 pounds of plant-based food. The
greenhouse gas with 296 times the
same acreage can produce 375 pounds
global warming potential of CO2.
of beef. A person who follows a vegan
Methane – from animal belches and
diet produces the equivalent of 50 per
passing gas – has a global warming pocent less CO2, uses 1/11th of oil, 1/13th
tential 86 times that of CO2 and cows
of water, and 1/18th of land compared to
produce 150 billion gallons of methane
those who consume meat products.
each day.
Each day, someone who eats plant-
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based saves 1,100 gallons of water, 45
pounds of grain, 30 square feet of
forested land, 20 pounds of CO2 equivalent, and one animal’s life.
What can we do as retailers? Educate,
promote, and spread the word! It is as
simple as calling out products in stores
or in flyers that are vegan. In the Health
Food version of Health First Network’s
January flyer, we promoted Veganuary
(www.veganuary.com), a charity inspiring people to try vegan for the month of
January and throughout the rest of the
year. Anyone can sign-up and they’ll receive daily e-mails containing delicious
recipes, meal plans and
helpful tips and information.
Taking shorter showers, not letting the water
run, carpooling, taking
public transportation or
biking to work are all
great ways to minimize
our carbon footprint.
However, as the statistics show, leaving animals off our plates has a
much greater impact on
our environment. Even
the smallest changes in
our diet can go a long
way. We as retailers –
especially in the health
food industry – have the
opportunity to make the
greatest impact moving forward, becoming key environmentalists and ensuring
our planet is safe for generations to
come.
Let’s make every day Earth Day! •
Johnny Larocque is the category manager for supplements and HABA at Health
First Network. He is a registered holistic nutritionist and
has been vegan for over a
year. He is an activist for animals, our health, and our
environment. If you have any
questions regarding veganism or would like the
references for this article, please contact him
at Johnny.Larocque@healthfirst.ca.
WWW.CNHR.CA
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product profiles
Coming soon high potency Biotin

NEW high potency Biotin 5000 mcg from Sisu.
Biotin plays a key role in the development and
maintenance of clear skin, and healthy hair
and nails. It also supports cognitive and nervous system functioning and maintains the
body’s ability to metabolize nutrients. NonGMO and gluten-free.
For more information call 800/663-4163
or visit sisu.com

Facial moisturizer

Newco Natural Technology launches BroccoFusion® Sulforaphane Lotion with essential
oil of Blood Orange and Frankincense (plus
coconut, argan, rosehip, and sea buckthorn
oils). A moisturizer that hides acne & skin
blotches, smoothes wrinkles, protects
against the drying effects of the sun & abuse
of the elements, and brightens the skin.
www.newconatural.ca

Stimulate collagen
production

Collagen Beauty features Verisol Bioactive Collagen
Peptides. This great-tasting liquid formula is designed specifically to stimulate collagen production
in fibroblast skin cells. Clinically proven to reduce
eye wrinkles in 28 days.
canprev.ca

Premium organic
whole grains

Nunweiler's Flour Company is proud to
produce a variety of premium, certified
organic, non-GMO whole grains. From
fostering strong relationships with local
farmers that we know and trust, to perfecting our unique cold temperature
milling process; we are committed to providing our customers with
top quality grains that are packed with nutrients and quality. Make
the switch and taste the difference. nunweilersflour.com

Clean collagen

36

Introducing clean collagen from Genuine
Health! Each serving contains 10 grams
of pure, hydrolyzed collagen from grassfed, pasture-raised USDA cattle or sustainably sourced wild-caught fish from
the North Atlantic. Both available in unflavoured and lightly flavoured water enhancers. Non-GMO, dairy and
gluten-free. genuinehealth.com
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Anti-inflammatory
relief of joint pain*

Curamin® with DLPA contains clinically studied
curcumin used in over 50 published studies, including 22 human clinical trials! This PATENTED
curcumin is combined with uniquely standardized
boswellia containing >10% AKBA (acetyl-11-ketoβ-boswellic acid), ginger, and DLPA. *Turmeric is
(traditionally) used in herbal medicine as an antiinflammatory to help relieve joint pain.
www.TerryNaturally.ca
855/287-2646

Premium quality
oil of oregano

Joy of the Mountains is a family business specializing in premium quality
oil of oregano. An independent UBC
study showed Joy of the Mountains
was up to four times more effective
against the H1N1 virus than other
leading brands.
Voted #1 immune product.
866/547-0268.

Potent adrenal tonic

St. Francis Herb Farm Strest increases motivation, energy levels, and well-being. The
blend of adaptogenic botanicals is a potent
adrenal tonic, crafted to help your body
function at its best, at times of stress.
Available as a liquid tincture and a potent
5:1 capsule – encapsulated dried tincture.
stfrancisherbfarm.com

Organic red palm oil

Alpha organic red palm oil – orangutan friendly
and loaded with nutrients! Alpha organic red
palm oil is thoughtfully sourced from Ecuador,
made on small farms, from fresh ripe palm fruit
(never the palm kernel), fairly traded and in a
sustainable way. Ecuador doesn’t have orangutans, and no clear cutting or displacement of
people or animals happens to bring this oil to
market. Loaded with nutrients, Alpha Red Palm
Oil is Certified Palm Done Right™, so you can
feel good about feeling good.
888/826-9625 assurednatural.com

Low FODMAP
Gut Friendly Fibre

Fibre + EFAs + probiotics. Delivers 6 gut-healthy
fibre sources: Canadian flax, psyllium husk,
quinoa*, chia*, pumpkin*, sprouted brown rice*
(*organic). Each serving provides 14g of soluble
(8g) and insoluble fibre (6g), totalling 50% of the
daily requirement, and 6.5g of EFAs plus 1 billion
probiotics. Smart, gentle, complete.
888/337-0127 or orders@fitfoods.ca

WWW.CNHR.CA
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product profiles

Clinically studied
curcumin

CuraPro Optimum is an herbal medicine
that contains clinically studied curcumin
used in over 50 published studies, including 22 human clinical trials, and is tested
and standardized to contain 559 mgs of
curcuminoids. It has the honour of receiving a National Nutrition Silver Award
for Best Joint Health in 2018!
www.TerryNaturally.ca
855/287-2646

Pure Wasabi with
green tea extract

Wowsabi is proud to introduce our latest product...
100% pure Wasabi with Green Tea Extract. Formulated to blend two powerful all natural ingredients, designed to aid in digestion, while increasing
metabolism (Thermogenesis). Wowsabi Green
Tea Extract delivers 325mg of active ingredients
supporting your weight management program.
wowsabi.com

Methylized B Complex
with Alkaline C

Have you discovered Veeva’s B Complex yet? It
may very well become your favourite professional B formulation. Classic high potency as 50
mg. The latest forms of methylized B6 (P-5-P),
B12 (Methylcobalamine) and folate (5-MTHF)
amongst others. Plus, vitamin C as calcium
ascorbate. Priced as great value compared to
popular B Complex products.
veeva.ca

Got Mylk?

Organika Mylk Lattes are
convenient and delicious
plant-based lattes, packed
with clean premium ingredients such as coconut
milk, ginger, ashwagandha, cardamom and black pepper. There are three mylk products
available: Blue Mylk Latte for a relaxing moment, Pink Mylk Latte perfect for detox time and Turmeric Mylk Latte for when you want to
nourish your body. For more info: www.organika.com

Natural odour eliminator

WWW.CNHR.CA

Refreshit Spray, an all-natural odour eliminator, has undergone a complete re-branding. The name is new, it
has a new logo and there is more of a focus on the
“all-natural” aspect. The re-branding is the basis for
line extensions, including toilet spray, candles and diffusers. “Our target marketing is health conscious
women,” said managing director Peter Roth. “Refreshit
Spray is an all-natural alternative to Febreze and it really works!” The re-brand was introduced at CHFA
West. Refreshit Spray is now available through Hedley
Enterprises. For more information, please visit
refreshitspray.com or hedleynutritionals.ca

NEW look, same
amazing formulas

Ester-C Energy Boost!
Exciting NEW look, same amazing formulas!
Ester-C Energy Boost has gotten a facelift –
a bright new pouch and box design. Plus, a
new variety pack containing all four thirstquenching flavours. It’s the only vitamin
drink mix with Ester-C vitamin C that’s clinically proven to provide 24 hour immune
support. For more information, call
800/663-4163 or visit sisu.com

Dr Formulated
Once Daily Ultra

A unique vegan, dairy and soy free formula with a
high probiotic count – 90 billion CFU– that is doctor formulated especially for daily colon support.
This formula includes the clinically researched L.
acidophilus NCFM® strain.
orders.ca@gardenoflifecanada.com
Tel: 800/663-4136
Fax: 800/488-7894

New collagen care repair
shampoo and conditioner.

Prairie Naturals offers a range of exceptional salon
quality hair care formulas with only the finest ingredients and organic botanicals to create glorious,
healthy hair with no dangerous ingredients. Biotin
and marine collagen strengthen and protect hair
against future damage and infuse each strand of
hair with moisture, stability and fullness.
prairienaturals.ca

Essential oil blend for
winged intruders

Outdoor Living Essential Oil Blend 30mL.
Just in time for spring, this essential oil blend can
help ward off many winged intruders that can spoil
a sunny day or warm night. Add to a NOW Ultrasonic Diffuser to make any outdoor environment
more livable.
nowfoods.ca/essential-oils

Soy-free option to
traditional soy sauce

A natural and organic soy-free option to traditional soy
sauce with great flavour! Made from non-GMO, organic
coconut tree nectar and sea salt (coconut trees in Indonesia and Bali). An excellent gourmet replacement
for tamari, worcestershire and soy sauce. Great in salads, soups, veggies, rice, tofu, stir-fries, meats, poultry, fish, jerky, tempeh, marinades, sauces, and most
foods. Kosher and gluten-free.
www. bragg.com
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Wendy’s Maritime Store Tour
Account manager Wendy Smith
recently led a tour of some health
food stores in the Maritimes.
The stores – both big and small,
in cities and in villages – each has
an interesting story to tell of how
they are engaging customers and
providing the best service possible.
Wendy Smith organized a three-day tour of some
Maritime health food stores back in November that I
was lucky to join. We visited stores in New
Brunswick (five), PEI (two) and Nova Scotia (four). As
that region’s account manager for Assured Natural
Distribution, she did a wonderful job in selecting
stores with an interesting story to tell.
She was likely tested a little more when I asked her if she’d
be interested in writing about some of these stores. Wendy
took up the challenge, and the result is a few mini-features in
this issue written by her. Writing about retail was not too

Wendy Smith (left) with nutritional consultant
Renee Hebert of Sequoia Moncton Downtown.

much of a stretch for her: when I met her years ago, she was
working on the sales floor of The Healthy Bug in Halifax.
Look for the “WS” at the end of her stories. Thanks Wendy
for organizing the trip and also for sharing your insights
about these retailers. Bruce W. Cole •

Left to right: Janet Corkum, Joanne Comeau, Brenda Lee
Prall, Holly Wentzell, Heather Welton. Missing: Brenda
Vidito, Sara Parks and Carolyne Williams

The Country Store is located in the
Greenwood Mall in the village of Greenwood, N.S. The Canadian Forces base is
the centre of the economy here. The
past 20 years has
seen a population
growth of over 45
per cent. This also
goes without saying why the Country
Store
–
established in the
late 70s – has
grown from a 3,000
sq. ft. store to its
current size of
9,000 sq. ft. And it
continues to transform, keeping up with a growing population and people looking for healthier
lifestyle choices. A new healthy baby
38

The Country Store, Greenwood, N.S.

section – added last year – has steadily
grown to meet the younger population
and the demand for organic, safe and
reusable items. Brenda Lee, who has
worked at the Country Store since January 1979 and has managed it since 1986,
has hand picked employees that are
eager to learn. She utilizes each of their
talents, whether it be doing up beautiful
store displays or customer service. They
all play a valuable part and work as a
team to ensure every customer has a
wonderful experience. Each holiday or
sales event is planned out well in advance with beautiful displays, signage,
demos, social media, email blasts, newspaper and radio ads, all appropriately
timed to ensure success.
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The Country Store also has a reputation
of putting customers first and making
them happy, and when they don’t have
what the shopper is looking for, they regularly send the customer to a competitive
store. This attitude as a good “community team player” makes for a wonderful
sense of unity, community spirit and lasting friendships amongst the retailers,
and it makes for happy customers.
Along with natural health products, it
also carries baking suppliers, bulk and
candy. One online customer comment
said, “It's like a bulk store but better.
Greenwood is a pretty small place and
lots of times this is the best place to find
that hard-to-find ingredient or cooking
gadget.” • WS
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The Turning Point Holistic Health Centre
is located in Montague, Prince Edward
Island, a quaint town with a population of
approximately 2,000.
April MacLean has owned the store for
the last five years and was drawn to alternative health after her 11 day old baby
daughter became very ill. She had a
medical doctor state rather harshly to
her, “Either do what I tell you to do, or
don’t come back to see me!” Seeking
help, she sought out Francis Lannigan,
the founder of The Turning Point. “He was
so kind, considerate and empathetic to
what I was trying to achieve. He encouraged me to try a particular supplement,
and to get her on probiotics.” As her
daughter’s health improved, April immersed herself in books and researched
relentlessly.
Her personal experience became the
driving force to help others – to the point
where she decided to purchase the store

From left:
Dagny Maicher,
April MacLean,
Debbie Betts.

The Turning Point, Montague, PEI

in January 2014. Established in the early
90’s, it was situated in the Down East
Mall until July 2017, when April relocated
it to a growing and expanding downtown
core. The transition has been a bit challenging, but April continues to persevere
as a new restaurant and a micro-brewery
are currently being built next door.
April has two treatment rooms in her
new location and has Lana McMurrer,
ND available for appointments one day
a month. Her two daughters have been
supportive over the last five years, as has
long-time employee Debbie Betts (13
years), an holistic consultant specializing

in homeopathics, reiki and other energy
modalities. Dagny Maicher of Eagle Eye
Acupuncture has been with The Turning
Point since 2017. She is a traditional Chinese medicine doctor, a registered massage therapist and acupuncturist.
April writes a quarterly newsletter which
she sends to her customers. The store
offers a senior's day discount the first
Tuesday of each month, as well as a loyalty punch card for customers to receive
10 per cent off, as well as other promotions. April’s long term mission is to continue the legacy of helping others on their
journey to better health. • WS

Up to 4x More Effective
An independent antiviral study at the University of British Columbia (2012) tested leading Oil of Oregano
brands against the H1N1 Virus*. Joy of the Mountains® outperformed the others by a wide margin. This is
especially significant considering that the other brands touted higher potency or stronger formulations.

=
Organic

Vegan

joyofthemountains.com 1-866-547-0268
WWW.CNHR.CA

Non - GMO

Soy Free

Gluten Free

Chemical Free

*Reference: Anti-Influenza virus activities of commercial oregano oils and their carriers. Journal of Applied Pharmaceutical Science 2012; 02(07) 214-18.
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Family Natural Foods, Greenwood, N.S.
Family Natural Foods, formerly known as
Valley Natural Foods, has been a familyrun business for over 37 years and is located in the village of Greenwood, N.S.
Cindy Bushell took over Valley Natural
from her parents and for the last 28
years, she has supplied organic bulk
foods, organic meats, vitamins, herbs
and body care for her growing community. Cindy’s decision to transition into
retirement started in October 2018 when
customer Nova Bent – who loved the
quaint and welcoming ambiance that
Valley Natural offered – decided to purchase it. Nova brings with her 10 years
of experience working in the health food
industry, and is thrilled to offer her knowledge and maintain the store’s ambiance
that she loves so much.
Nova has a passion for being a part of
her community and thrilled to continue
doing the things she loves when she is
not being a mom to her three children, all
under age six.
Nova is excited to continue to serve the
store’s loyal following. She feels it fits in
with her lifestyle of owning a no-spray
blueberry u-pick and pastured beef and
pork farm.

Nova renamed the store Family Natural
Foods, in part to help connect with the
community and its diverse population of
transient air force families. When they
visit, they are made to feel part of the
store’s extended family.
Nova’s vision moving forward is to do
her best in reducing the carbon foot print
by providing her customers with more
sustainable products, and reducing and
hopefully eliminating the use of plastics.
In meeting the demands of the younger
generation, she is aware of the growing
trend to a more plant-based diet and
continues to get to know her customers
to help meet each of their needs. • WS

Cindy Bushell (left)
with current owner
Nova Bent.

Eos, Wolfville, N.S.
Eos Natural Foods is located in
Wolfville, Nova Scotia in the beautiful
Annapolis Valley. This picturesque university town sits on the shores of the
Minas Basin which empties into the
Bay of Fundy, home of the world's
highest tides. The Annapolis Valley is
known for its agriculture and its growFrom left to right: Zeus Rodman, owner Amanda Vaz,
ing wine, spirits, and cider industries.
Jasmine Lockhart, Andrée-Anne Bedard.
Wolfville is also home to Acadia University and the Devour! International Food Film Festival.
Eos has been filling the local pantries with healthy food choices for over 45 years.
Amanda Vaz took over the business in 2013, transitioning from her catering business.
The business serves as a platform to nurture the wellness of the community through
conversation, nutritious food and cooking from scratch. Other members of the Eos
team include Sarah Jane Coombes, the bulk food manager and Andrée-Anne Bedard
the store manager. Sarah Jane moved from Ireland in 2012 and her interest in food,
healthy living and her passion for homeopathy and Bach flower remedies serve as an
asset to her customers. Andrée-Anne enjoys sharing her knowledge of herbal medicine
and her love for delicious, healthy food choices, making it easy to interact with her
customers. Eos also employs eight part-time staff who all contribute to the friendly service experience and cozy ambiance of the store.
Eos offers many local or organic food products, locally baked goods and dairy, organic bulk foods and spices, health and beauty products, supplements, and herbal
and homeopathic remedies. You will also find recipe books, kitchen textiles, ceramics,
local pottery, beeswax candles and fairly-traded woven baskets. Along with the friendly
staff, it adds up to a warm and welcoming place, well worth a visit! • WS
40
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Owner Silvy Moleman (right)
with Becky MacCallum, RHN.

Sequoia Trinity, Moncton, N.B.
Sequoia Trinity Natural and Organics, is
located in Moncton, the largest city in
New Brunswick. For a small store, Sequoia Trinity, offers a large presence! It
is “eye candy.” As soon as you walk
through the door, you are drawn to a
beautiful counter displaying elegant essential oil difusers, locally hand-made
soaps, jewellery, unique bath balms and
a buffet of yummy healthy snacks for all.
As you look around, your eyes feast on
the well-organized organic and natural
bulk foods, supplements, beauty and
skin care products, lunches, groceries,
meats, local greens and gluten-free
products. In the back of the store, you’ll
find a smoothie bar. The
decor of natural wood
floors and shelving adds
a gleam of polish to the
wonderfully displayed
shelves. Silvy Moleman,
the owner since the store
opened four years ago,
should be very proud of
her accomplishment of
making every inch of
space count.

WWW.CNHR.CA

Having a background in health education, Silvy is an avid triathlete, with a
tremendous love for animals. She even
offers her store as a drop-off centre for
the local animal shelter. In addition, Silvy
offers monthly incentives – such as
prizes and give-aways – to raise funds
for the SPCA and animals in care.
Sequoia Trinity’s unique experience
lies in its team of registered holistic nutritionists, which includes Becky MacCallum (who has been part of the original
Sequoia store since 2009), Natasha
Lawrence, Katrina Gallant, Cynthia Rose
and Anne Keiver. These ladies are a key
part of the Sequoia Trinity experience, as
they incorporate all factors necessary for
a healthy body and lifestyle, while focusing on preventative and restorative nutrition. They are there to help customers
while they shop, to balance their nutritional profile using whole foods, supplements if necessary and lifestyle choices
on their recommendations.
Sequoia Trinity offers a free loyalty
points program, daily senior discounts
and a free 12-day ‘Healthy Start’ program to help quick start personal health

goals. There are daily fun and educational interactions from the RHNs on the
Sequoia Trinity social media pages.
Silvy owns one of the three Sequoias in
the Moncton/Dieppe area. Each store
has it’s own uniqueness, but they all uphold a standard when it comes to the
products they carry. All products that
you will find at Sequoia have been researched to verify the integrity of the
suppliers, along with ensuring natural ingredients in their products. With 50 per
cent of its suppliers from the Maritimes,
its goal is to support local where possible. • WS
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FULL CIRCLE

The Root Cellar team: Back row from left,
owner Kali Simmonds, Tate Ferris, Jeannie Hurry.
Front row: Joannne Biggar, Nara Simmonds,
Lindsey Payne. Missing from photo: Natasha Younker.

A

s a youngster, Kali Simmonds
would go shopping with her
mother at their local health food
store, The Root Cellar, in Charlottetown,
Prince Edward Island (PEI). Thirty-something years later, Kali is a naturopathic
doctor and the owner of The Root Cellar.
This is a classic case of someone
coming full circle. The fact is The Root
Cellar has been part of Kali’s entire life –
they even both entered the world in the
same year: 1972 – and it is still central to
what she is doing for her community:
helping, teaching, educating and nourishing.
The Root Cellar is the biggest
health food store on “the island,” and at
47 years old, one of the older stores in
Canada. It has evolved over the years,
but it still maintains that old school feel of
what a health food store should be.
Growing up, it was a place Kali visited
often with her mom Janice Simmonds,
and it was a place where she learned.
“My mom was ahead of the curve: she
knew the benefits of natural health and a
good diet, so we ate ‘health food’ before
it was cool. Looking back, that’s a big
part of what influenced me to become a
naturopathic doctor.”
Kali graduated from the Canadian College of Naturopathic Medicine in 1998
and was practicing in Toronto when she
heard The Root Cellar was for sale. Her
husband Pat Morris – also a PEI native
who was working in Toronto at the same
time – was first to get wind of the sale,
and the couple saw this as the perfect
opportunity to “go home.” They bought
it in 1999.
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Kali Simmonds shopped at
The Root Cellar since she was a child.
Now, she is the store’s owner.

When she took possession of the store,
it was 27 years old and located in a wonderful heritage building just steps from
the town’s busy harbour. However,
much work was needed. “Our first inventory took 17 hours and we discovered we
had as much stock in our 400 sq. ft. storage room as we had on our 700 sq. ft.
sales floor. So, after a reno, we opened
the former storage room space up to
customers.”

Deciding what to carry
Next, says Kali, came re-evaluating
what the store was going to carry.
“Making changes is especially hard in a
small community. It wasn’t easy…people resist change and some people were
unhappy. But it had to be done. The
store had beer and wine. There was a
huge bulk section. There was a cheese
cooler and they made sandwiches.”
Since Kali was spending most of her
time on the floor sharing her naturopathic
experience, it didn’t take long to decide
what had to go. “Bulk and grocery took
a hit. There were lots of stores in our
area that were focusing on those things.”
Today, grocery and snacks still makes
up roughly 10 per cent of sales, while 70
per cent of the store’s stock is supplement-focused, with the remaining 20 per
cent focused on HABA. “I love helping
people, but we had to have a good business model to make the store work.”
Kali says she and her team have taken
a more holistic approach to serving
clientele. “Our customers are not Dr. Oz
people, looking for a quick fix. There is
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lots of respectful discussion…it’s not
about just ‘selling stuff,’ it’s about what
the customer has tried, their diet, etc.
They can’t get the solutions they want in
many places, so they come here. Our
staff is well trained and knowledgeable.
They take part in lots of webinars, which
we pay them to do. They ask the right
questions to help people, because they
know these people are looking for help.
We emphasize nutrients and essential
fats. We want to be able to give them
good eating ideas. For example, the
keto diet has really taken off, and people
are still so ‘hungry’ for information.
They’ve heard about it, but they want a
person to guide them.
“We are genuine. People can tell when
you are genuinely listening to them. We
help people in the way we’d want to be
helped. People want to be heard, and
they come to see us to be heard. It’s flattering that this is a place they can do
that. Everything we do is about improving retail because people like to interact.
It’s about developing and nurturing a
personal, trusting relationship experience. There are lots of online options,
but people still want to be social.”
What Kali has implemented is working.
“We have lots of repeat customers and
that has led to exponential growth. Sales
continue to grow…10 per cent a year organically, even though there have been
some other stores pop up. We don’t do
much tourism business, so loyal clientele
has been the key to our success. We
have a loyalty card. Customers collect
points, and we reward them with good
WWW.CNHR.CA
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Converting a former storage room (above)
resulted in 400 sq. ft. of new sales space.

things when they shop at the store.”
First and foremost, Kali is a naturopathic
doctor. She has a clinic above the store
along with two other NDs: her sister Dr.
Nara Simmonds and Dr. Lana McMurrer.
Kali and Lana co-host a television show,
Au Natural, on regional Eastlink TV, with
a viewing audience of 40,000 spread
across all of the Atlantic provinces. They
share their enthusiasm for natural health
care with listeners and guests, while addressing some of the most critical health
issues of our time.

Working with other practitioners
Having a fully stocked health food store
on the first floor has been a boon to both
her clinic and to the many practitioners
in Charlottetown. “It’s synergistic and
complimentary and we’re local. I reward
the practitioners with a discount. They
send us people, so we give something
back.”
The Root Cellar staff is made up of
varying ages. “We have a mostly youthful upbeat staff who are popularizing why
it’s good to be healthy. I love how they
have taken charge of that.” Kali also acknowledges the more experienced staff
aspect brought by Diane Breneol (now
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The floor above the store has been
converted into a naturopathic clinic.

retired) and Diane Boland, a long-time
former manager who will still help out in
a pinch. “These are smart people, hardworking and they bring so much. They
bring experience, insights and a more
established way to manage. Over the
years, they took care of everything… the
store, the building. Their contributions allowed me to be a mom (Kali and her husband Pat have six kids, ranging from
seven to 17), and they helped us through
a tough time when we lost our mom in
2012.”
Nara has played a big role at the store.
Along with being an ND, she has also
been the store’s most recent manager.
“Nara has done an amazing job of improving our retail business by doing
things like exploring various technical solutions, including POS systems.” Nara
is currently on maternity leave, so in her
absence, their cousin Tate Ferris is managing the store.
The Root Cellar’s home is the street
level floor of a classic three-story brick
structure. It is over 100 years old and
was originally a ship building supply
warehouse. It – and an adjacent empty
lot – were purchased along with the store
in 1999. In 2000, the middle floor was

renovated to accommodate Kali’s ND
practice, while the retail space was expanded by 400 sq. ft. by reclaiming the
storage area.

What’s next?
As she enters her 20th year as owner,
Kali is pondering many options about
what’s next for The Root Cellar. “I would
like to expand the store’s main floor out
onto our vacant lot next door. I’d like to
see a good paleo-style restaurant. I
have the ideas if I had the time. Every
improvement we have made has helped
the business. We’ll continue to use good
old fashioned hard work and we’ll keep
finding caring people who care like an
owner. We’re going to continue to fine
tune our purchasing and optimize our inventory. Carrying only high quality products and avoiding too much duplication
of the same product under multiple
brands allows us to buy specific products in greater volume at a better supplier discount. This allows us to stay
price competitive and improve margins.
We’re going to continue to focus on what
separates us from online retailers and we
are going to keep perfecting our customer service.” • BWC
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Bianca Gruenewald,
holistic nutritionist
Sequoia Dieppe

Sequoia!
Danielle Gauvin is one of the bright rising
retail stars in Canada. She owns two
beautiful Sequoia Natural & Organic
stores in Moncton, N.B. Sequoia was
founded 15 years ago: Danielle bought
the downtown store in June 2015 and the
Dieppe location in the summer of 2018.
(a third location is owned by Silvy Moleman, please see page 41). CNHR
caught up with Danielle recently for a
quick Q & A session on what’s happening with her stores.
CNHR: You have a PR background…
why did you buy health food stores?

Danielle: My passion for owning a small
business started six years ago when I
was working for the Halifax Chamber of
Commerce. Working with small businesses on a daily basis allowed me to
understand the direct impact they have

44

Julie Boudreau,
store manager of
both locations

Sequoia Dieppe

Danielle Gauvin is going to great
lengths to connect her Sequoia
stores with her community

on community. I was drawn to the idea
of owning a local store that could support
and have a positive impact on my own
community by hiring local employees,
contributing charitable donations and of
course, helping my community become
healthier physically and mentally.
Public relations and community building is a big part of what I do at Sequoia
Downtown and Dieppe. We are continuously educating on the value of buying
local, on healthy active living and nutrition. I have developed a broad base of
relationships not only with our customers
but also with community organizations
and partners.
CNHR: What major changes have you
made since coming in?

Danielle: When I bought the first store,
the Sequoia brand was already estab-
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Danielle Gauvin, owner
Sequoia Dieppe and
Sequoia Downtown

lished. I loved the idea of purchasing a
store that the greater Moncton community already loved and trusted. Over the
last few years, I have tried to focus on
community – whether that is donating
money back into my community, sponsoring events, participating in community
outreach programs, or having free instore events and talks. When you support
your community, your community supports you.
Other changes include making sure we
are on top of product selection. With
health food becoming more mainstream,
we want to make sure we have the best
products to offer our customers. We don’t
sacrifice on ingredients or sourcing (we
try and source everything locally or within
Canada). Our trained nutritional experts
thoroughly research every product before it hits our shelves, ensuring quality
ingredients for best results. We also aim
WWW.CNHR.CA
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Photos on this page are from Sequoia Downtown,
which is located in this charming old house.

at having a large variety of speciality
products that fit within all of our customers’ needs.

CNHR: What are you doing to connect
with customers?

Danielle: Connecting with customers is
connecting with your community. By
showing your community you support
them, they will support you back. Being
a young woman from Moncton, it truly
makes me proud to be able to give back
to my community.
Other ways in which we connect with
our customers is getting to know them.
My team and myself truly do believe in
everything the stores have to offer. Within
the health food world, you are subject to
very personal questions from customers
every day. It is our goal to ensure we respect our customers’ individual needs
and build trust and relationships. We
know our customers, their families and
their hardships and they know us. The
bond that we have developed with our
customer base is unbreakable. We have
created a safe space within Moncton for
our community to come and to learn how
to feel better mentally and physically.

WWW.CNHR.CA

CNHR: What are some of the things that
make Sequoia unique?

Danielle: Sequoia Downtown and Dieppe
are two of the largest health food stores
in New Brunswick, which means we offer
a very large selection of products for our
customers. We also have nutritional ex-

perts on staff seven days a week.
Whether it is a holistic nutritionist, sport
nutritionist or holistic wellness coach,
having nutritional experts on staff allows
us to bring the store to another level – a
level in which customers can come in
and have a complete experience. It’s
somewhere they can go and get trusted
advice for themselves or their loved
ones. We know how overwhelming it can
be to walk down the health food aisle
and not know where to start. That is why
I have made it a priority to have a team
who can give expert advice on a wide
range of health concerns.
In addition, Sequoia Dieppe has practitioner offices within the store, making
this a one-stop shop for health. We have
Karine Essiembre, who is our in-house
holistic esthetician and we also have
Rose-Marie Saulnier who is our in-house
naturopath.
We believe having Karine and RoseMarie helps to elevate the customer experience. Customers can come and
shop and get advice from the holistic nutritionist, but if they want to take it a step
further and have a consultation, they are
able to go see Rose-Marie.
Continued on Page 46
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Sequoia continued from Page 45
We know the “green beauty” industry
can be scary at first. Therefore, again,
having an expert like Karine in-house
makes it that much easier and accommodating for our customers.
Often, people ask if our experts’ services are free and they are. It is part of the
Sequoia Downtown and Dieppe experience – knowing you can shop and get
the advice you need, whether you are
new to this industry or have been a customer for years. This is maybe the major
thing that allows Sequoia Downtown and
Dieppe to stand apart from other stores.
We also have many other features that
differentiate us, such as our smoothie
bar, fresh meals to go and our kombucha on tap!
CNHR: The Dieppe store is attached to a
yoga studio…what does this mean for
your business?

Danielle: We absolutely love having Pura
Vida Yoga attached to our Dieppe store.
It is also locally owned and operated,
which is amazing! I think it is easy to see
the connection between yoga and holistic health. Having both in one building
make it an easy place for customers to
come and enjoy themselves.

CNHR: What is the advantage of a
smoothie bar? And do you think all
health food stores should have one?

Danielle: We love having a smoothie bar.
When you are a health food store promoting health and healthy living, having
options that are quick and healthy for
your customers is a must. As we now see
a growing trend in “ready to eat” meals,
we see the smoothie bar continuing to
expand.
CNHR: You brought in a PR background
and “came in with fresh eyes.” How were
you able to apply your PR experience to
the business?

Danielle: I think having a background in
public relations really allowed me to take
the marketing of Sequoia Downtown and
Sequoia Dieppe to another level. I think
having a different background than
many other health food owners, or even
my team, brings a new point of view and
perspective.
Although my background is not in
health, I do live this lifestyle. And so for
me, I utilized my PR background by
communicating with my community how
amazing these stores are and how my

Co-owners Peter Fenton
and Beth MacKinley (right)
opened Health Nutz in the
downtown core of Halifax
on October 2016. Peter
started in the health food
industry two decades ago
and was district manager
of GNC in the Halifax Shopping Centre, providing expert
advice
to
his
customers. He was also responsible for opening 17 other locations in Atlantic
Canada. Beth, hired and trained by Peter, managed the Bedford GNC location. Beth is proud to say that she has spent her
entire professional career working in Nova Scotia. She is the
46
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team and the products we have can truly
make you feel better.

CNHR: Both of your parents are entrepreneurs…what have you learned from
them?

Danielle: The biggest thing I have
learned from my parents is work ethic.
Both of my parents are successful business leaders in greater Moncton and although both work in completely different
industries, one undeniable commonality
between them is their work ethic. No matter what you choose to do in life, work
hard. I was extremely lucky to grow up
in a household where no matter what myself or my brother wanted to do, we were
always encouraged. My parents really
opened the doors and encouraged us to
pursue our dreams and take the leap.
Having that support system and coming
from a family who truly believes in your
abilities is something that I am always
grateful for.
CNHR: Any big plans on the horizon?

Danielle: I would love to continue to expand and own more Sequoia stores in
the future! • BWC

Health Nutz, Halifax, NS
mother of two children and with one son in special care, she
knows the importance of nutrition as a part of our daily life. Her
experience has given her insight and empathy to help others.
Beth and Peter became business partners to create a fresh new
experience for the daily health and well being of their old and
new customers. Their focus is on supplying quality products
with a high focus on Canadian distributors.
The natural light from the large front windows gives this store
a warm welcoming feel. Their crisp, clean store draws you in
with beautiful signage and headers guiding you to the vitamins
and supplements, as well as a sports supplements section. The
beautiful sleek check out counter displays healthy snacks for
the on-the-go snack lovers. • WS
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